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Abstract

Along with \distributiveness", convergence speed of power control is one of the most important criteria

by which we can determine the practical applicability of a given power control algorithm. A good power

control algorithm should quickly and distributively converge to the state where the system supports as

many users as possible. This paper proposes a fast and distributed power control algorithm based on the

well-known PI-controller. As in the paper by Foschini and Miljanic, we start with di�erential equation form

of the controller and analyze its convergence properties in the case of feasible systems. The actual power

control algorithm is then derived by discretization of the continuous time version. Using the distributed

constrained power control (DCPC) as a reference algorithm, we carried out computational experiments on

a CDMA system. The results indicate that our algorithm signi�cantly enhances the convergence speed of

power control.
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I. Introduction

E�ective transmitter power control is essential for high-capacity cellular radio systems.

Power Control (PC) problem has drawn much attention since Zander's works on centralized

[2] and distributed [3] SIR balancing. SIR balancing was further investigated by Grandhi

et al. [5], [7]. In [4], Foschini and Miljanic considered a more general and realistic model,

in which a positive receiver noise and a respective target SIR were taken into account.

The Foschini and Miljanic's distributed algorithm (FMA) was shown to converge either

synchronously [4] or asynchronously [6] to a �xed point of a feasible system. Based on

the FMA, Grandhi et al. [9] suggested distributed constrained power control (DCPC), in

which a transmission upper limit was considered. DCPC has become one of the most

widely accepted algorithms by the academic community. Meanwhile, a framework on

convergence of the generalized uplink power control was provided by Yates [11] and has

been recently extended by Huang and Yates [12]. The results in [11] and [12] have become

a breakthrough, providing guidelines for designing and analyzing new algorithms.

So far most of the power control algorithms suggested in literature have had �rst order

structure. That is, they have made power updates based only on the the current power and

SIR values. Recently in [10], a second-order power control algorithm (SOPC) requiring

power levels of current and previous iterations was suggested. The algorith presented here
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is on the line of the SOPC. Unlike many of the PC algorithms, e.g. DPC and SOPC, our

algorithm does not have roots in the numerical linear algebra, but in the linear control

theory and we end up with the PI-controller, one of the most widely utilized controllers in

the process industry because of its simplicity and robustness [13]. The use of PI-control in

the context of transmission power control was �rstly suggested by Blom and Gunnarsson

[1]. The algorithm suggested here di�ers from theirs by the fact that our controller is

linear while theirs is log-linear. The advantage of using linear controller is that we can

relate the controller parameters to the parameter determining the feasibility (existence of

positive solution vector) of the system, namely to the spectral radius of the normalized

link gain matrix.

As in many other papers (e.g [3]), we consider snapshot analysis in which link gains

are frozen until the PC algorithm converges and assume that the transmission quality

is measured in terms of Carrier-to-Interference+noise ratio (CIR). Since our focus is on

the performance of power control algorithm, the e�ect of admission control, base station

assignment etc. are neglected from the analysis.

This paper is organized as follows: PC problem is described in Section II. Section III

presents the di�erential and di�erence equation forms of the proposed algorithm. Sim-

ulation results are presented in Section IV followed by Concluding Remarks in Section

V.

II. CDMA Power Control Problem

Suppose a cellular radio system, in which N mobiles share the same channel at a given

instance. Without loss of generality, we consider the uplink only and assume that mobile

i is assigned to base i at that instant. If several mobiles are assigned to the same base

station, say e.g. mobiles i and j, then in our notation i and j refer to the same physical

base station. Further, we assume that the signal of mobile i will be received correctly if the

CIR at base i is not less than a given target value 
tgt

i . However, since the ideal situation

is to make connection with the minimal transmission power, we have the following CIR

constraint on mobile i:

 =
aiipiPN

j=1;j 6=i
aijpj + �i

� 
tgt

i ; i = 1; : : : ; N (1)
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where pi is the transmission power of mobile i, aij is the link gain from mobile j to

base i and �i is the receiver noise at base station i. It is assumed that adjacent channel

interference is negligible.

De�ning Hij = [H]ij = i
tgtaii=aij and Hii = 0 and �i = i

tgt�i=aij one obtaines (1) in

matrix form as follows

(I�H)p = � (2)

where p is the power vector, H is the normalized link gain matrix and � is the noise

vector.

The problem in a fully distributed PC algorithm is how to change the power vector

entries pi using only the local measurements i
tgt; i; pi (possibly together with some of

their history values) so that the power vector p converges to the optimal value popt as

fast as possible.

popt = (I�H)�1� (3)

Throughout the paper we assume that the system is feasible. That is, the equation (2)

has positive solution. The positivity condition is equivalent to requiring that the spectral

radius of H-matrix �(H) must be less than one (see e.g. Theorem 3.9 in [14]).

III. Algorithms

In this section, we o�er a continuous model for PC algorithm, and then discretize it as

done in [4]. The approach taken here is quite general and other linear controllers could be

treated in the similar manner.

A. Di�eratial Equation Form of the Algorithm

Our starting point is shown in Fig. 1: How to design a Multiple Input Multiple Output

(MIMO) system whose equilibrium point p
opt

i =
PN

j=1;j 6=i
hijp

opt

j + �i is achieved as fast

as possible. In addition, we have limitations on the availability of information based on

which we should make the power updates: The power pi must be updated using only the

local measurements i
tgt; i; pi (possibly together with some of their history values).
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Controller design problem for fast and distributed PC.

From Fig. 1.b,

_pi = ��(pi �
NX
j 6=i

hijpj � �i)� �
d

dt
(pi �

NX
j 6=i

hijpj � �i) (4)

which can equivalently be written as

_pi = ��
�
pi �


tgt

i

i
pi

�
� �

d

dt

�
pi �


tgt

i

i
pi

�
i = 1; : : : ; N (5)

Eq.5 can be seen as a standart PI controller [13] in which the error is the di�erence

between current power pi and the optimal power given that all the other users would keep

their powers constant

tgt

i

i
pi.

Let us de�ne the matrices B and C as follows

B = I�H and C = (I+ �B)
�1

(6)

Then (4) can be written in matrix form as

_p = ��CBp+ �C� (7)

By setting � = 0, equation (7) becomes equivalent to the di�erential form of the FMA.

Now we would like to compare the PIPC and FMA in terms of converge speed.
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Proposition 1: PIPC converges to popt starting from arbitrary initial power p(0) if the

system is feasible (i.e. �(H) < 1), � 1
1��(H)

< � < 1
1��(H)

and � > 0 . Furthermore, PIPC

converges faster than FMA if � 1
1��(H)

< � < 0.

Proof: Consider the weighted maximum norm of the di�erence between the current

and the optimal power vectors jjp(t)� poptjjW1 . The solution to di�erential equation (7)

p(t) can be written as follows

p(t) = exp (��CBt)p(0) +
Z

t

0

exp (��CB(t� s)) �C�ds (8)

Therefore the norm of error is upper bounded as follows

jjp(t)�poptjjW1 � jj exp (��CBt) jjW1 jjp(0)jjW1+

����
����
Z

t

0

exp (��CB(t� s)) �Cds�B�1
����
����
W

1

jj�jjW1
(9)

Since H is a nonnegative and irreducible matrix (by Lemma 2.1 in [8]), the Perron-

Frobenius theorem (see e.q Theorem 2.1 in [14]) guarantees that there exists a positive

vector e such that He = �(H)e. Thus by choosingW = diag
n
1

ei

o
, the inequality (9) can

be written as

jjp(t)� poptjjW1 � exp

�
� �(1� �(H))

1 + �(1� �(H))
t

��
jjp(0)jjW1 +

1

1� �(H)
jj�jjW1

�
(10)

>From the above, we conclude that as long as
�(1��(H))

1+�(1��(H))
> 0 the PIPC converges and

for � < 0 the convergence is faster than for � = 0 corresponding to the FMA algorithm.

This concludes the proof.

B. Di�erence Equation Form of the Algorithms

Di�erence equations may be obtained in di�erent ways. By normalizing the time co-

ordinate so that step interval corresponds to the consecutive power vector iterations and

applying Forward Euler method to (7), one obtains

p(k + 1) =
�
I� �CB

�
p(k) + �C� (11)
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By considering the same norm as was used in the proof of proposition 1. We can easily

show that

jjp(k+ 1)� poptjjW1 � jjI�CBjjW1 jjp(k+ 1)� poptjjW1 (12)

�
����1� �(1� �(H))

1 + �(1� �(H))

���� jjp(k+ 1)� poptjjW1 (13)

(14)

>From the above we see that the discretized PIPC is a pseudo-contraction mapping and

thus convergent if 0 < � < 2( 1
1��(H)

+ �) and � 1
1��(H)

< � < 1
1��(H)

. Furthermore PIPC

converges faster than FMA with respect to the weighted maximum norm if 0 < � <

1
1��(H)

2+2�(1��(H))

2+�(1��(H))
.

Unfortunately, the algorithm given by (11) can not be implemented in distributed fash-

ion if � 6= 0. However, it gives valuable insight to the convergence properties.

By applying Forward Euler method to the derivatives of pi and Backward Euler to the

derivatived of i in (5), we get

pi(k + 1) =

0
@1 +

��
�
1� 

tgt

i

i
(k)
�
� �


tgt

i

2
i
(k)
(i(k)� i(k � 1))

1 + �
�
1� 

tgt

i

i(k)

�
1
A pi(k) (15)

We call this version of PIPC as PIPC-I.

Alternatively, approximating the derivative part using two previous steps, the following

di�erence equation may be obtained

pi(k + 1) =

�
1� (� + �)

�
1� 

tgt

i

i(k)

��
pi(k) + �

�
1� 

tgt

i

i(k � 1)

�
pi(k � 1) (16)

This form, called PIPC-II, is similar to the standard \textbook" PI-controller.

The PIPC-II form is linear and can be written in the matrix form as

2
4 p(k + 1)

p(k)

3
5 =

2
4 I� (� + �)B �B

I 0

3
5
2
4 p(k)

p(k� 1)

3
5+

2
4 ��

0

3
5 , I

0
@
2
4 p(k)

p(k� 1)

3
5
1
A

(17)
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Depending on initial condition and used parameters, it is possible that at some iterations

the PIPC-II results in negative power values that are physically impossible to execute.

In practical systems, the transmission powers are also upper bounded. To take these

constrains into account, we suggest a con�ned version of the algorithm called constrained

PIPC (CPIPC):

pi(k+1) = max

�
0;min

�
�pi;

�
1� (� + �)

�
1� 

tgt

i

i(k)

��
pi(k) + �

�
1� 

tgt

i

i(k � 1)

�
pi(k � 1)

��

(18)

where �pi denotes the upper bound for power. It is notable that if � = 1 and � = 0 the

CPIPC is equivalent to DCPC.

Proposition 2: CPIPC converges to popt starting from any initial vectors p(0), p(�1)
if the system is feasible (i.e. �(H) < 1), � 1

1��(H)
< � < 1

1��(H)
and �� < � < 2

1��(H)
+ ��,

for arbitrary small � > 0.

Proof: Let us denote the iteration matrix in (17) by Z and let us de�ne the following

vectors

z(k) =

2
4 p(k)

p(k� 1)

3
5 ; �z =

2
4 �p

�p

3
5 ; zopt =

2
4 popt

popt

3
5 (19)

In terms of z and �z we can now write the CPIPC mapping as

T (z(k)) = max f0;minf�z; I (z(k))gg (20)

Let us choose a new weight matrix

X =

2
4 W 0

0 1
1+�
W

3
5 (21)

It follows that

jjT (z(k))� zoptjjX1 � jjI (z(k))� zoptjjX1 (22)

� jjZjj1jjz(k)� zoptjjX1 (23)

� j1 + (��� �)(1� �(H))j � jjz(k)� zoptjjX1 (24)
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Thus we may conclude that CPIPC is pseudo-contraction mapping and thus convergent.

This concludes the proof.

IV. Simulation Results

A DS-CDMA system with 19 omni-bases located in the centers of 19 hexagonal cells

is used as a test system. As in [10], we consider an IS-95 example, where the spreading

bandwidth is 1.2288 MHz and the data rate is 9.6 Kbps (processing gain = 21dB). For a

given instance, a total of 190 mobiles are generated, the locations of which are uniformly

distributed over the 19 hexagonal cells (see Fig. 2). The link gain gij is modeled as

gij = sij � d�4ij , where sij is the shadow fading factor and dij is the distance between base

i and mobile j. The log-normally distributed sij is generated according to the model in

[17] (pp. 185-186, E(sij) = 0 dB, and
p
E(sijskl) = 8 dB if i = k;

p
E(sijskl) = 4

p
2 dB

if i 6= k). The power level is con�ned between zero and one.

CPIPC with � = �0:2 and � = 1:2 is compared with DCPC. The initial powers pi(0)

were randomly chosen form the closed interval [0,1] and the initial powers pi(�1) were set
to zero. The outage probability at each iteration is computed over 1000 feasible instances

by counting the portion of the number of users whose CIR is more than 2% below their

target CIR at the iteration. It was observed that CPIPC takes 16 iterations on average

to reach the state with the outage probability of 10�4 that we consider as almost the

zero-outage while DCPC takes 21 iteration on the average. The fact that CPIPC has

higher convergence speed can be clearly seen from Fig. 3 in which the Euclidean distance

between the current power vector and popt is shown as a function of iterations.

V. Concluding Remarks

This paper proposes a fast and distributed power control algorithm which is obtained by

discretization of its continuous model. The range of parameters for which the algorithm

is stable and faster than FMA is investigated in both di�eratial and di�erence forms. The

convergence speed is signi�cantly improved in comparison with the FMA with � = 1.

Simple computer simulations veri�ed the e�ectiveness of the algorithm.
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Fig. 2. DS-CDMA cellular system with 19 omni-bases.
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Fig. 3. Euclidean distance between the current power vector and popt with respect to iteration.
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